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T3.3 aims to develop interfaces for connecting data sources to the content-based routing infrastructure. The 
content based routing infrastructure is a core component of the SCN architecture that enables the sharing of 
information with the usage of pub/sub technologies. 
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EU European Union 

GA Grant Agreement  
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HTTP HyperText Transfer Protocol 
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JMS Java Messaging Service 

JPA Java Persistence API 

JSON Java Script Object Notation 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Addressing the SELIS Description of Action 

Table 1: Deliverable’s adherence to SELIS objectives and Work Plan 

SELIS GA requirements 
Section(s) of present 

deliverable addressing SELIS 
GA 

Description 

(Reference to Objectives, Tasks, Subtasks) 
(Present deliverable 
Headings /Sections) 

(Briefly describe how addressed, 
max 2-3 lines) 

ST 3.3.1 Generic client library 

This task will provide a generic cross platform 
client library or daemon service, which can 
be used to publish, subscribe and securely 
register with the communications 
infrastructure. It should also provide source 
code in C or Go and specify the protocol so 
that alternative implementations can be 
easily written and specify the protocol so that 
alternative implementations can be easily 
written. 

Section 2 

A generic cross platform 
(pub/sub) client library is 
provided 

ST 3.3.2 Connectors to SC Visibility  

The intelligent connectors for different 
logistics information sources will be created 
utilizing Access Points (using eFreight and 
iCargo AP definitions as baseline), and data 
pipeline mechanisms, enabling increased 
level of automation in linking new 
information sources. 

Sections 3 & 4 
The SCN and the relevant 
ontology are described and 
resources are provided 

ST 3.3.3 Connectors for IoT devices 

This task will specify the main interfaces of 
the platform so that IoT devices such as 
sensors can publish and consume data. The 
connection configuration will be lightweight, 
sensors and IoT devices will be capable of 
being seamlessly connected to SELIS Nodes, 
to enable the creation of data streams, and 
real-time data capture. 

Section 5 Connectors are presented 

ST 3.3.4 Mobile connections to external 
navigational systems 

This task will define connectors allowing 
transport information and GNSS position 
data to be ingested and broadcast by the 
Communications Platform. Mobile client 
connectors will allow them to be 
transparently connected into SELIS nodes to 
publish information profiles to the Platform's 
registry as information providers, and to 

Section 6 and Section 7 Transport information and GNSS 
position data ingested as part of  
vessel route information 
exchange ship-to-ship and ship-
to-shore with Electronic Chart 
Display and Information 
System (ECDIS) onboard vessels 
used as the mobile client.   

How vessel route information is 
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subscribe to intelligence content provided by 
other SELIS nodes (information subscribers). 
Mobile communications connectors will be 
lightweight, allowing efficient connections to 
the SELIS infrastructure. 

ingested into SELIS is described 
in section 7 with examples.   

ST 3.3.5 Navigation and routing information 
as data providers 

Navigation and routing information as a 
service: this task will enable mode specific 
navigational inputs and traffic data to be 
combined for routing decision support. It will 
include advanced GNSS services, AIS data, 
and road traffic data (Mapotempo- cloud API 
to plan, route, geolocalize and optimize 
deliveries routes for software integrators, 
xRoute). 

Section 6 
Data sources are presented and 
example messages are provided 

 

1.2 Summary/ Any introductory information 

Deliverable 3.6 (D3.6) includes the code resources for the developed connectivity interfaces employed in the 
SELIS Community Node of the SELIS project. This document offers a description of these resources and the links 
to repositories of the code. The proposed prototype implementation, WP3 T3.2, as outlined in the SELIS 
Description of Work (DoW) is also presented. 

The document builds on research and findings from D3.2 and D3.5. The work of D3.5 is finalized in this 
deliverable through the generic pub/sub functionality, the SCN and the SCN ontology. In addition to those, the 
prototype proposed in D3.2 is elaborated. 

The prototype consists of the following two main elements: 

I. A cost-effective generic software-based solution for exploitation of IoT in logistics. The software 
solution is intended to be technology agnostic such that it can be used, with minimal modification and 
connected to the appropriate SELIS node, to monitor varied physical phenomena and track assets 
throughout the logistics supply chain.  
 

II. An International Maritime Organisation (IMO) eNavigation compliant route exchange information 
service that allows ship-to-ship or shore-based routeing information exchange amongst logistics 
stakeholders to improve safety.  

The use case that has been chosen to demonstrate the value-add of the proposed IoT solution is cold-chain 
monitoring of high-value pharmaceutical goods that are temperature sensitive and thus need to be kept within 
stringent temperature limits throughout the supply chain, including during transport, in order to meet health 
and regulatory requirements.  

The vessel route exchange and optimization service provide safety benefits by ensuring that vessels within an 
area can see each other’s planned routes thus reducing congestion in areas with high traffic density. The 
service serves as a tool that appropriate port stakeholders, such as Vessel Traffic Service (VTS) operators, can 
use to provide vessels with the most fuel efficient and safe route to navigate into berth.  

 

1.3 Document outline 

The final Pub/Sub client library is presented in Section 2, along with the code resources. The SCN, enabling 
connectivity, is briefly described in Section 3 (more elaborate description in D4.2) and the SCN ontology is 
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presented in Section 4. Finally, the IoT connectors are presented in Section 5 and the navigation and routing 
data providers are presented in Section 6. 

1.4 Background 
Across all major industries ranging from agriculture and manufacturing through retail and distribution, 

managing the flow of raw materials and finished goods through supply chains is a challenge. Every step in the 

production and transit process presents challenges - these include occurrences such transportation delays and 

lax monitoring of cargo where improper storage conditions has the effect of damaging sensitive goods.  

Some of these challenges can be addressed by IoT technologies that provide real-time information on the 

condition of goods during transport. This invariably requires ubiquitous connectivity to allow stakeholders 

access to requisite information in real-time irrespective of the location of the goods during transport. Hybrid 

satellite- terrestrial telecommunication systems, as described in D3.2, are a vital enabler towards attainment of 

this objective as do innovative software-based IoT services and solutions.   

1.5 Business justification 

The importance of maritime transport to global economic functioning cannot be over-emphasized. According 

to the IMO, maritime transport is essential to the world’s economy as over 90% of the world’s trade is carried 

by sea because it is the most cost-effective means of transporting goods and raw materials in bulk around the 

world. 

The International Air Transport Association (IATA) estimates the value of the pharmaceuticals logistics market 

worldwide at $64 billion and is one of the most regulated, expensive, and fragile cargo markets in the world 

today (1). 

Transport of pharmaceutical cargo combines different modes with air transport valued for its speed, and only 

used for the most valuable products. Ocean is by far the most used mode of transport with IATA estimating 

that 3.5 million metric tons of pharmaceuticals being shipped by ocean each year, compared with 0.5 million 

metric tons by air (3). 

Cost competitiveness is one of the main factors driving use of sea transport because it is up to 80% more cost-

effective in comparison to air transport.  Moreover, although it takes much longer than air travel it is often 

more reliable, because there are fewer product handoffs. Studies indicate that air freight accounts for 80% of 

all reported temperature excursions, compared with 1% for sea journeys (4,5). In addition, ocean transport has 

a carbon footprint that is 1/25th the size of air travel’s (i.e. 1000 grams per m.t./km of CO2 are released during 

air transport, compared with less than 40 grams by ocean transport (6). 

With the proliferation of inexpensive sensor technologies as part of growth in the IoT and Machine-to-Machine 

(M2M) communications, low-cost scalable applications that can completely transform levels of visibility for all 

stakeholders across the logistics supply chain are easily attainable.  

From the perspective of safety, statistically, shipping has become much safer because of technological 

advances even as the number of vessels has increased. For example, the total number of tankers, bulk carriers, 

containerships and multipurpose ships in the world fleet has risen from about 12,000 in 1996 to about 30,000 

in 2014 (7). Meanwhile, during the same period, the number of vessels totally lost per year (those over 500 GT) 

declined from 225 in the year 1980, to 150 in 1996 and less than 60 in 2012 - and this is worldwide - according 

to The International Union of Marine Insurance (IUMI, 2014).  However, unfortunately, accidents still happen. 
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Human error accounts for some of the reasons for accidents, such as the collision between Fu Shan Hai and 

Gdynia (7). As humans, we are imperfect and make mistakes (we break rules, take shortcuts, lose 

concentration etc) which sometime results in exorbitant costs that are not always just financial but sometimes 

unfortunately, include loss of lives - which simply is not quantifiable. Safety improvements in maritime 

transport, such as those proposed as part of the Voyage Routeing Information Service that will be developed in 

this project are primarily aimed at mitigating or reducing human factors thus making maritime transport even 

safer.  

1.6 Previous Work/Projects  

The prototype that will be developed build on work undertaken in EU, ESA and UK funded projects outlined in 
Table 2 below.  

Table 1: Summary of Preview Relevant EU, ESA and UK Projects  

# Project name Main objective  Element of relevance to WP3 
T3.2 

Main SELIS Improvement  

1 ACCSEAS - Accessibility 
for Shipping, Efficiency 
Advantages and 
Sustainability. 

 

Advancement of maritime 
access in the North Sea 
Region offering safety and 
efficiency advantages for 
shipping and greater 
sustainability for the 
movement of goods and 
services. 

Vessel route information 
exchange and more accurate 
Position Navigation and 
Timing (PNT).  

Development of scalable 
vessel route information 
service with IMO 
eNavigation standard.  

2 MONALISA -  

Motorways and 
electronic navigation by 
intelligence at sea. 

Improve safety, 
environment and efficiency 
of maritime transport by 
integrating environmental 
sensitivity data and 
dynamic route planning 
within Maritime Spatial 
Plans (in the Baltic, North 
Sea and Mediterranean 
Seas). 

Vessel route information 
exchange. 

Development of scalable 
vessel information service 
compliant with IMO 
eNavigation standard and 
Application of big data 
analytics for more insight 
on trends, patterns, and 
correlations. 

3 EfficienSea - Efficient, 
safe and sustainable 
traffic at sea. 

Improve maritime safety 
and the environmental 
state of the Baltic Sea 
region.  

Vesse routel information 
exchange 

Application of big data 
analytics for more insight 
on trends, patterns, and 
correlations. 

4 CAPITALS - 
Collaborative and 
AdaPtive Integrated 
Transport Across Land 
and Sea. 

Develop innovative and 
scalable multi-modal 
transport applications 
across land and sea, 
services and business 
models to support 
collaborative and adaptive 
decisions enhancing the 
end-to-end jouney 

Vessel route information 
exchange. 

Application of big data 
analytics for more insight 
on trends, patterns, and 
correlations. 
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# Project name Main objective  Element of relevance to WP3 
T3.2 

Main SELIS Improvement  

throughout the supply 
chain for more efficient, 
greener, safer movement 
of goods in the UK. 

5 A‐SeNS - 

Automatic Identification 
System (AIS) 
Sensor Network Service. 

Demonstrate combined 
utility of M2M, IoT, and 
satellite‐AIS technologies 
as an alternative low‐cost 
maritime communications 
channel capable of 
supporting the emergence 
of e‐Navigation and 
Maritime Cloud. 

M2M IoT platform based on  
sensor information deployed 
on vessels. 

Cold chain data integration 
and communication over 
Ka-band as well as 
application of big data 
analytics for more insight 
on trends, patterns, and 
correlations. 

 

 

2 Generic client library 

The SELIS Publish/Subscribe system is one of the core components of the SELIS Community Node (SCN). It 
provides the secure communication channels between the SCN modules. The system is designed to preserve 
the privacy of the exchanged information even when deployed on the untrusted hardware, such as it occurs in 
the cloud environment. The detailed description of the Publish/Subscribe system is available as part of the 
deliverable D3.4. 

In this document, the technical details of the client interface of the Publish/Subscribe system are explained. 
Furthermore, we present the generic client libraries implemented in JAVA and GO languages. 

2.1 The Publish/Subscribe client interface 

The communication interface of the Publish/Subscribe system is based on the Representational State Transfer 
(REST) API, sockets and web sockets. The publishing of messages works asynchronously by sending the 
messages to the REST endpoint. The subscribing to the messages requires creation of a dedicated socket/web 
sockets connection to support pushed notifications. The messages exchanged between the publishers and 
subscribers are in the form of the key/value list. The subscribers specify the criteria which are applied during 
the content- based message filtering, hence allowing to receive only the information of interest of the specific 
module. The authentication is done within the REST interface, while the authorization occurs internally during 
the filtering stage of the messages. The Figure 1 shows the architecture of the Publish/Subscribe system, 
including the client interface and the filtering stages. 
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Figure 1. The SELIS Publish/Subscribe architecture 

2.2 Publish/Subscribe Protocol 

The SELIS Publish/Subscribe system exposes its functionality with the worldwide standardized REST API. Due to 
the independent nature of the protocol, the integration is relatively simple for most popular programming 
languages. The REST API is built on top of the HTTP1 protocol, which in the production system can be secured 
with the X.5092

 certificates, providing the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system authentication and protection of data 
privacy and integrity. 

2.2.1 Publish 

Endpoint specification: POST /publish 

Content-Type: application/json 

Data content: JSON data structure. Two formats allowed: 

·       Each key/value defined with valid value type 

Format: 

{ "publication" : [{ "key" : "KEY ", "val" : VALUE , "type" : "TYPE" -, …+- 

where: KEY – key name provided as String 

               VALUE – the value provided as a type defined in “type” 

               TYPE – type of the value. Allowed: [int, float, boolean, string] 

Example: 

, "publication" : *, "key" : "lat", "val" : str(random.randint(0, 100)) , "type" : "int" -, …+- 

  

·       Row format, list of key/value, where each parameter is provided as String 

Format: 

                                                           
1 https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2616 
2 https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5280 
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[{ "key" : "KEY ", "val" : VALUE-, …+ 

Where: 

KEY – key name provided as String 

VALUE – the value provided as a type defined in “type” 

Example: 

{"OrdAgencyAddress": "", "OrdAgencyCode": "", "OrdAgencyDescr": "MED FRIGO"} 

  

Response: HTTP 200 on success, HTTP 400 on invalid request message format, HTTP 500 on error 

Response content-type: application/json 

Response content: none 

  

2.2.2 Subscribe 

Endpoint specification:  POST /subscribe 

Content-Type: application/json 

Data content: JSON data structure of the following format: 

{"authHash" : AUTHENTICATION_HASH, "subscriptionId" : "SUBSCRIPTION_ID", "data" : [{ "key" : "KEY", "val" : 

"VALUE", "type" : "TYPE", "op" : "OPERATOR" }]} 

Where: 

AUTHENTICATION_HASH – authentication token provided by SELIS SSO after successful authentication, 

SUBSCRIPTION_ID – unique identification of the subscription, provided as String. When left empty, the pub/sub 
will generate a unique subscriptionId and return in the response. 

 

data is list of subscription rules, which defines which messages are of client’s interest: 

KEY – key name corresponding to the key provided in the publishing messages, 

VALUE – the value which is compared to the original message value from the published message 

TYPE – type of the value. Allowed: [int, float, boolean, string] 

OPERATOR – defines how the given value can be compared with the value in the published message. Allowed: 
[EQ, NE, GT, LT, GE, LE], which corresponds to: EQ=equals, NE=not equals, GT=greater than, LT=lower than, 
GE=greater equals, LE=lower equals. 

  

Response: HTTP 200 on success, HTTP 400 on invalid request message format, HTTP 500 on error 

Response content-type: application/json 
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Response content: JSON data structure of the following format 

{ "host" : SUBSCRIPTION_HOST, "port" : SUBSCRIPTION_PORT, "ws-port" : WEBSOCKET_SUBSCRIPTION_PORT, 

"subscriptionId": SUBSCRIPTION_ID} 

Where: 

SUBSCRIPTION_HOST  - the hostname of the pub/sub node to which the client should connect using TCP/TLS to 
receive the messages  matching subscription’s criteria. 

SUBSCRIPTION_PORT – the port number on which the client should connect using TCP/TLS to receive the 
messages matching subscription’s criteria. 

WEBSOCKET_SUBSCRIPTION_PORT – the port number on which the client should connect using websocket to 
receive the messages matching subscription’s criteria. 

SUBSCRIPTION_ID - the id of the subscription.  

2.2.3 Unsubscribe 

Endpoint specification:  POST /unsubscribe 

Content-Type: application/json 

Request data content: JSON data structure of the following format: 

{"authHash" : AUTHENTICATION_HASH, "subscriptionId" : "SUBSCRIPTION_ID"} 

Where: 

AUTHENTICATION_HASH – authentication token provided by SELIS SSO after successful authentication, 

SUBSCRIPTION_ID – unique identification of the subscription, provided as String, 

 

Response: HTTP 200 on success, HTTP 400 on invalid request message format, HTTP 500 on error 

Response content-type: application/json 

Response content: none 

2.2.4 Socket connection 

The client can receive the messages which match the subscription criteria via a dedicated socket connection. 
The server location is returned from the POST /subscribe endpoint in REST API. 

As soon as the connection is established, the client has to identify itself to the server by sending a message of 
the following format: 

{"authHash" : AUTHENTICATION_HASH, "subscriptionId" : "SUBSCRIPTION_ID"} NEW_LINE_SEPARATOR 

Where: 

AUTHENTICATION_HASH – authentication token provided by SELIS SSO after successful authentication, 

SUBSCRIPTION_ID – unique identification of the subscription, provided as String. Must match the subscriptionId 
received during the subscription registration. 

NEW_LINE_SEPARATOR – is the single character representing end of line (EOL), commonly represented as ‘\n’ 
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At this point, the server will send messages matching the subscription criteria. Each message is sent as a 
separated line, hence terminating with the NEW_LINE_SEPARATOR (described above). 

2.3 Summary of reported work 

We have implemented the SELIS Publish/Subscribe protocol outlined above in a set of client libraries for several 
popular programming languages: 

● Java 
● Go 

While the API of these client libraries is similar, we provide description of the programming interface of each of 
the client libraries. The choice of the programming languages was driven both their popularity and the 
requirement of SELIS project partners. In this document, we provide documentation both for the client 
protocol and the client libraries. 

Additionally, we provide the python code with examples of direct interaction with the Pub/Sub system without 
client library. It can be used as a guide to implementing Pub/Sub libraries for other programming languages. 

2.4 Technical specification 

In this section, we provide technical specification of the Java client library implementation and GO client 
library. We start from giving the software requirements for using the library. Then, we describe the structure of 
the library together with example code.  

2.4.1 Java Client Library 

The SELIS Publish/Subscribe Java Library allows a Java client to interact with the SELIS Publish/Subscribe, by 
establishing and maintaining the connection to the SELIS Publish/Subscribe. It allows Java client to publish and 
receive messages by subscribing for Messages fulfilling the custom criteria. 

The SELIS Publish/Subscribe Java Library simplifies the interaction with the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system by 
hiding the client from the technical details of the SELIS Publish/Subscribe protocol. 

2.4.2 Requirements 

The SELIS Publish/Subscribe Java library require at least JDK7 for compilation and runtime. Additionally, it 
requires access to the running SELIS Publish/Subscribe system. 

2.4.3 Version & dependencies 

Current implementation of the SELIS Publish/Subscribe Java Library is 0.3.0. 

The SELIS Publish/Subscribe Java Library has the following runtime dependencies: 

GroupId ArtefactId Version 

com.google.code.gson gson 2.8.0 

org.slf4j slf4j-api 1.7.5 

 

2.4.4 Code structure  
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All API classes are located in the top-level package: de.tu_dresden.selis.pubsub. The main classes/interfaces 
used by client application are: 

·    PubSub 

·    Message 

·    Callback 

·    Subscription 

In the following sections, it is described how to establish the connection to the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system 
using PubSub class, how to publish new Messages and how to subscribe for Messages creating custom 
Subscriptions and registering Callbacks. 

2.4.5 Connecting to the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system 

To connect to the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system an instance of PubSub class has to be created using 
IP/Hostname and Port number of the Pub/Sub. 

PubSub pubSub = new PubSub("SelisRootCA.crt", "0.0.0.0", 20000); 

  

Once the PubSub is created, it establishes and keeps open the TCP connections to the SELIS Publish/Subscribe 
system. Once the connection is no longer required it is important that the client application explicitely closes it, 
in order to clean all resources and close the connections. 

pubSub.close(); 

  

  

PubSub class implements the autoCloseable interface, which allows to close the PubSub and release all the 
resources automatically. To use it, create a PubSub in a try() block: 

try (PubSub pubSub = new PubSub("SelisRootCA.crt", "0.0.0.0", 20000)) {  

    // publish/subscribe messages 

} 

// here, Java automatically closed the PubSub 

  

2.4.6 Publish 

Once the connection to the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system has been established, client can start publishing 
messages. 

Messages accepted by the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system have to be in the form of key:value pairs. To simplify 
the creation of messages, the SELIS Publish/Subscribe Java Library provides a Message class, which can be filled 
with the data and send directly to the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system. 
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Message msg = new Message(); msg.put("OrderId", "ABC123"); msg.put("price", "100"); msg.put("quality", "0.80"); 

  

The Subscription class allows to quickly define the subscription criteria. To create the subscription, it is required 
to provide client’s hash that is used to authenticate the subscriber in the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system. The 
subscriptionId is optional and should not be provided when a new subscription is created. 

Subscription subscription = new Subscription("d5644e8105ad77c3c3324ba693e83d8fffd54950", "sub8875959152"); 

// or, for registering new subscriptions: 

Subscription subscription = new Subscription("d5644e8105ad77c3c3324ba693e83d8fffd54950"); 

  

The next step requires to provide subscription’ criteria. Single criteria is represented by Rule class, where one 
Subscription can have many Rules. Each Rule defines the key, the value and the matching criteria, f.e.: 
price<=80, orderId=ABC123, quality>=0.5, etc. Rules are always treated as conjunction, therefore only 
messages matching all of the 

criteria are delivered to the subscriber. To create subscription of alternative rules, convert it to few 
subscriptions of excluding rules. 

In the following example, there are created Rules to match the Messages which defines the price lower than 80 
and Quality greater or equal 0.5: 

subscription.add(new Rule("price", "80", RuleType.LE)); 

subscription.add(new Rule("quality", "0.5", RuleType.GE)); 

  

Once the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system processes the Message which matches the Subscription’ criteria, it 
notifies the Subscriber on the callback provided during the registration of Subscription. Therefore the 
Subscriber is obligated to create the callback method, on which it receives and handles the Message delivered 
by the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system. 

The SELIS Publish/Subscribe Java Library provides the interface Callback which requires to implement single 
onMessage() method. The message delivered from the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system is pushed to this 
method. In the following example, the Subscriber’s callback simply prints the message content to the standard 
output: 

public class MyCustomCallBack implements de.tu_dresden.selis.pubsub.Callback { 

 @Override public void onMessage(Message message) { 

     System.out.println("Received {}", message); 

 } 

} 

  

Once the Subscriber has defined the Subscription and the Callback, it can register them in the SELIS 
Publish/Subscribe system by invoking the subscribe() method: 
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pubSub.subscribe(subscription, new MyCustomCallBack()); 

  

The unchecked PubSubConnectionException can be thrown when the connection to the SELIS 
Publish/Subscribe system could not be established. Please see Error-handling section of this document for 
more information about error handling. 

2.4.7 Error-handling 

The SELIS Publish/Subscribe Java Library defines its own Exception hierarchy, where the highest Exception is 
PubSubException. All of the others exceptions inherit from PubSubException. 

PubSubException is an unchecked exception, therefore it does not require from the Client to catch the 
exceptions which could be potentially thrown during the publish/subscribe operations. Nevertheless, for 
production application it is recommended to handle such exceptions. 

2.4.8 Logging 

The SELIS Publish/Subscribe Java Library uses org.slf4j. Logger API to provide some Debugging information. The 
Library itself does not come with any implementation of org.slf4j. Logger, so it is up to the Client which 
implementation to choose. Please follow slf4j documentation for more information: 
https://www.slf4j.org/manual.html 

For the prototyping we suggest to use the slf4j-simple, which does not require any initial configuration. 
Download from: https://www.slf4j.org/download.html 

Maven dependency: 

<dependency> 

<groupId>org.slf4j</groupId> 

<artifactId>slf4j-simple</artifactId> 

 <version>1.7.5</version> 

</dependency> 

  

2.4.9 Client library in GO language 

The SELIS Publish/Subscribe GO3 Library allows a GO client to interact with the SELIS Publish/Subscribe, by 
establishing and maintaining the connection to the SELIS Publish/Subscribe. It allows a GO client to publish and 
receive messages by subscribing for Messages matching predefined criteria. The SELIS Publish/Subscribe GO 
Library simplifies the interaction with the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system by hiding the client from the technical 
details of the SELIS Publish/Subscribe protocol. 

The GO Client Library is dependent on the GO package 'gopkg.in/resty.v1', which provides the functionality of 
calling the REST services and processing the results and errors in a user-friendly manner. 

The SELIS Publish/Subscribe GO library is not publicly accessible for downloading, neither it is published in any 
public repository. The sources of the library are available in the SELIS repository containing all other Pub/Sub 
client libraries. 

                                                           
3 https://golang.org 
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The SELIS Publish/Subscribe GO Library is implemented as a GO package ' PubSub ' within the package path tu- 
dresden.de/selis/go-connector. There are a few important structures, which are used in the process of 
establishing connection, publishing and subscribing for messages in the SELIS Publish/Subscribe: 

● PubSub - defines the connection of the SELIS Publish/Subscribe and provides the high-level API for 
publishing and subscribing 

● Subscription - defines all subscription's parameters required to subscribe for a specific kind of messages 
● Rule - defines the filtering criteria within the subscription 

2.4.10 Connecting to the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system 

To connect to the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system, the host and the port of the SELIS Publish/Subscribe API has 
to be defined. The default port is 20000.   

pubsub := NewPubSub("0.0.0.0", 20000) 

 

The 'NewPubSub' method returns the pointer to the PubSub struct, which provides the high-level API for the 
publishing and subscribing of the messages. 

2.4.11 Creating a new subscription 

To create the subscription, the user must provide the authorization token and subscription id. The 
authorization token has to be acquired from the Single Sign-On (SSO) system. The token is used to verify that 
the user is authenticated and if it has enough permissions to subscribe for this specific subscription. 

subscription := NewSubscription("clientIdHash2", "subId3") 

Once the subscription object is created, the filtering rules have to be defined. Filtering rules allow us to define 
the criteria based on which the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system will decide which messages should be 
forwarded to the subscriber and which should not. Each filtering rule has to specify the following three 
parameters:  

·      key - the key which has to be present in the published message, and which value will be used for 
comparison, 

·      value - the value of the defined key, which will be used for the comparison, 

·      comparator - defines how the value from the published message will be compared to the value defined 
in the filtering rule. The possible values of the comparator are: EQ, NE, LT, LE, GT, GE and represent the 
following operations: equals, not equals, lower than, lower equals, greater than, greater equals. 

In the following example, the subscription will expect the messages, under which key is equal to the "_type" 
string and the value is equal (EQ) to the "PKI" string: 

subscription.addRule(StringRule("_type", "PKI", EQ)) 

The library provides the function to create filtering rules for different types of values: 

·      float: FloatRule(), 
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·      boolean: BooleanRule(), 

·      int: IntRule(). 

It is possible to add more filtering rules. In such a case, the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system will look for the 
messages which match all of the filtering rules.  

When the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system receives the message from the publisher, which matches all filtering 
rules, it forwards it to the subscriber. The SELIS Publish/Subscribe GO client library allows to register a callback 
function, which will be invoked each time the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system forwards the message. The 
callback function has to implement the signature: func(message string, err error) 

In the following example, the callback simply prints the value of the received message to the standard output. 

callback := func(message string, err error) { 

                  if err != nil { 

                                    // handle error 

                                    return 

                  } 

                  fmt.Println("Got new message: ", message) 

} 

 

Finally, when the subscription object and the callback are defined, they can be used to register a new 
subscription. The subscribe() method from the PubSub struct has to be used. 

err := pubsub.subscribe(subscription, callback) 

if err != nil { 

                  // handle error 

} 

In order to unsubscribe, the unsubscribe() method from the PubSub struct has to be invoked. 

pubsub.unsubscribe(subscription) 

2.4.12 Publishing new messages 

The messages exchanged within the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system contain the list of key:value pairs. In GO it 
can be represented by a map[string][string] as presented in the following example: 
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msg := map[string]string { 

                  "_type": "PKI", 

                  "_subtype": "avg_price", 

                  "supplier_id": "ABC2138", 

                  "value": "1908", 

} 

 

To publish the message, the publish() method from the PubSub struct has to be invoked. In exceptional 
situations, such as connection problem or unavailability of the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system, the error is 
returned. It is the responsibility of the developer to properly handle it as the library will not try to automatically 
re-send the message. 

err := pubsub.publish(msg) 

if err != nil { 

                  // handle error 

} 

2.4.13 Error handling 

The SELIS Publish/Subscribe GO client library does not force the developer to handle the errors. It simplifies 
fast prototyping and tests the interaction with the SELIS Publish/Subscribe system, but it is not recommended 
for production code. Therefore, the developer should also check for the error type returned from the 
Publish()/Subscribe() methods and handle them accordingly.  

2.5 Code resources 

We have published the source code of our SELIS Publish/Subscribe Go and Java client libraries on the Github. 
They are available under the following URL: 

https://github.com/tudinfse/SELIS-PubSub-Clients 
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3 SELIS Community Node  

SELIS Community Node is described in detail in D4.1 and D4.2. SCN Architecture is presented in the following 
figure. 

 

Figure 1. SELIS Community Node Architecture in detail 

 

 

Connectivity throughout the Community Node, at least internally, operates via the Publish/Subscribe system 
described in the previous section, supporting three types of communication: 

1. Real time communication of Events  
2. Large data structures or documents 
3. Conventional web services 

The operation of the SCN is explained through a step-by-step guide in the following section. 

3.1 Using the SELIS Community Node 

The SCN is exposed through a friendly UI, where users can create a new node or edit/reuse an existing node to 
enable connectivity between data sources and applications. To create a node the user must provide a name, 
the slug and relevant database. To assist the creation process, SCN offers a variety of templates for nodes, 
based on the industry of the user (e.g. Retailer). The initial node creation screen is presented in the figure 
below. 
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Figure 2. Creating a node 

Every user can see the nodes of their organisation and edit them as required. The view of the available nodes in 

provided in the figure below. 

Figure 3. Nodes view 

 

Once a node is created, the user can see/edit its details. In order for a node to be considered as complete, the 
user must define its messages, participants, master data, recipes and related applications. The SCN UI, in the 
figures below, offers an overview of the data available for each node. It also highlights any missing elements 
that prohibit the node from being deployed. 
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Figure 4. Node elements 

The user populates the node through element specific interfaces. For example, the different available 
messages are presented in a tile form as depicted in the figure below. The available messages, master data and 
recipes are defined in the SCN Ontology, described in the following section. 

 

Figure 5. Message view 

Once the data, messages, participants and recipes have been defined, the user has to connect the node to the 
relevant application. To achieve that, the user needs to provide a compressed file with the source code as well 
as the URL for the deployment of the application. The application view is presented in the following figure. 

 

Figure 6. Application view 

At this point, the user can deploy the node by clicking the deploy button. The outcome of the deployment is 
communicated to the user via a message in the UI, as presented in the following figure. 

 

Figure 7. Deployment results  
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4 SCN Ontology 

The SCN ontology is a knowledge model that describes the domain of the SCN. It defines the relationships 
between participants and recipes, recipes and jobs and recipes and messages. An overview of the ontology is 
provided in the following figure. 

 

 

Figure 8. Ontology screenshot 

The use of the ontology allows the inference of the elements that the user might select, given previous selections. In 

addition, knowledge regarding subscription rules is also encoded in the ontology. In the example below, the ontology 

describes the “Calculate Order Forecast” recipe, as well as the messages it requires, through the requiresMessage 

property. 
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Figure 9. Ontology excerpt 

 

The following excerpt of the ontology also presents the “Calculate Order Forecast” recipe in Turtle (ttl) format. 
The excerpt contains the instance of the recipe, its properties and the restrictions on these properties that 
define the messages required. 

scn:CalculateOrderForecast 
  rdf:type owl:Class ; 
  rdfs:subClassOf scn:Recipe ; 
  rdfs:subClassOf [ 
      rdf:type owl:Restriction ; 
      owl:onProperty scn:generatesMessage ; 
      owl:someValuesFrom scn:OrderForecastMessage ; 
    ] ; 
  rdfs:subClassOf [ 
      rdf:type owl:Restriction ; 
      owl:onProperty scn:requiresMessage ; 
      owl:someValuesFrom scn:DeliverySchedulesMessage ; 
    ] ; 
  rdfs:subClassOf [ 
      rdf:type owl:Restriction ; 
      owl:onProperty scn:requiresMessage ; 
      owl:someValuesFrom scn:SalesForecastMessage ; 
    ] ; 
  rdfs:subClassOf [ 
      rdf:type owl:Restriction ; 
      owl:onProperty scn:requiresMessage ; 
      owl:someValuesFrom scn:StockLevelsForecastMessage ; 
    ] ; 
. 
scn:CalculateOrderForecastSONAE 
  rdf:type scn:CalculateOrderForecast ; 
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5 Connectors for IoT devices  
5.1 IoT Technology Introduction 
By 2021, cold-chain logistics in the pharmaceutical sector is predicted to be a $16.6 billion industry 

(source: Pharmaceutical Commerce, annual BioPharma Cold Chain Sourcebook, 2017). Improvements in drug 

manufacture has resulted in increased use of active ingredients with strict regulatory and quality assurance 

requirements for shelf life and temperature control throughout the journey.  

Some of the challenges of using traditional monitoring methods include the following: 

 Using insulated containers though widespread is inefficient as temperatures tend to fluctuate within 

the container (potentially resulting in product degradation), and adds considerably to the labour and 

shipment costs.  

 Proof that shipment has been kept at the stipulated temperatures, in order to repudiate assertions to 

the contrary, can be difficult in the absence of reliable electronic evidence. 

 Increasingly stringent requirements for visibility throughout the supply chain from national and 

international medical agencies for location and temperature monitoring no matter where in the world 

the goods are at any one time.  

Exploitation of IoT solutions in logistics, complemented by appropriate telecommunication technologies, 
conveys significant improvements in cold chain monitoring by providing unpreceded visibility, allowing 
stakeholders to make informed data-driven decisions as opposed to the historic and inefficient as well as costly 
find-and-investigate approach employed in the industry. 

5.2 Technical specification 

The high-level architecture of the of the proposed IoT prototype solution is shown in Figure  below.  
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Figure 10: SELIS IoT Logistics (Cold Chain Monitoring) High Level Architecture 

A description of the main modules/artefacts, in Figure 10 above, that will be used or implemented as part of 
the proposed prototype solution is shown in Table 2 below.  

Table 2: SELIS IoT Logistics (Cold Chain Monitoring) Description of Technical Specification 

# Module or 
artefact name 

Brief description of purpose Implementation 
technology 

Software modules and artefacts 

1 Adapter Component used for receiving the various types of 
sensors data from vessels that need to be ingested 
into the software platform.   

Spring Framework 

2 Validator Component used for validating the data in accordance 
with message types provided by different sensors. 
Specifically, this component will identify the various 
message types and route them to the appropriate 
parser. 

Spring Framework, 
AISLib 

3 Parsers Component used for translating data into internal 
system format based on the sensor and message 
types.  

Spring Framework 

4 Publisher  Component used for managing the following: 

I. Storing the received and transformed data 
into the software platform’s database. 

II. Verifying whether the SELIS pub/sub server 

Spring Framework, 
JPA, JMS 
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# Module or 
artefact name 

Brief description of purpose Implementation 
technology 

has been registered to receive the specified 
sensor data. 

III. Publishing the sensor data to the SELIS 
pub/sub server in accordance with the 
agreed/defined data format and Frequency. 

5 Server Registry Component used for registering or mapping the 
pub/sub servers in the system to the appropriate 
vessel journeys.  

Spring Framework, JPA 

6 Journey Registry Component used for registering or mapping the vessel 
journeys to the appropriate sensors. 

Spring Framework, JPA 

7 Web Services    Component used for managing the following: 

I. Data communication between GUI and 
database.  

II. User authentication. 
III. Alerting of users in case of temperature 

variance from stipulated threshold via text 
message and/or email.  

Spring Framework, 
JPA, SMTP 

8 Database (DB)  Component used to store the following: 

I. User credentials. 
II. Vessel and sensor details. 

III. Journey details with vessel and sensor 
mapping. 

IV. Sensor data for the respective journeys. 
V. External pub/sub server details. 

PostgreSQL 

9 Web application  Website for viewing/display of results and notification 
messages to authorized stakeholders. 

AngularJS 

10 Mobile app 

 

Native mobile device app (Android or iPhone) for 
viewing/display of results or notification messages to 
authorized stakeholders. 

Android, iOS 

Hardware modules and artefacts 

11 Sensors  Low cost/maintenance wireless sensors for detecting 
and reporting changes in temperature (or other 
measurements as applicable). 

COTS 

12 Sensor 
aggregator  

Data aggregation node in a wireless sensor network 
required for assembly of data packets from the 
sensors deployed on the vessel.  

COTS  

13 Converter  Component used for interfacing to the AIS 
transponder system on-board the vessel in order to 
include the sensor data into the appropriate AIS ASM 
message for transmission to shore.  

Standard Java 
application using open 
source AIS-ASM Lib.  
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# Module or 
artefact name 

Brief description of purpose Implementation 
technology 

14 Integrated 
satellite/terrestr
ial 
communication 
link.   

Integrated satellite/terrestrial communications link for 
sending data from the vessel to the remote software 
platform on-shore.  

COTS 

15 SELIS pub/sub 
server 

All the sensors data would be published to this SCN 
Node using a secure API connection. 

SCN Node 

 

5.2.1 Parse ASM-AIS message 

The maven dependency required for the application POM file is shown below.  

<dependency> 
    <groupId>dk.tbsalling</groupId> 
    <artifactId>aismessages</artifactId> 
    <version>2.2.3</version> 
</dependency> 

 

Code snippet for parseing ASM-AIS messages is shown below.  

String myString = "!AIVDM,1,1,,A,18UG;P0012G?Uq4EdHa=c;7@051@,0*53"; 
InputStream inputStream = new ByteArrayInputStream(Charset.forName("UTF-
8").encode(myString.trim()).array()); 
AISInputStreamReader streamReader 
        = new AISInputStreamReader( 
        inputStream, 
        aisMessage -> System.out.println(aisMessage)); 
streamReader.run(); 
 
 

5.3 Code resources 

5.3.1 APIs 
The list of APIs to support information exchange as part of the SELIS IoT Logistics (cold chain monitoring) 
solution are outlined in Table 3 below.  

Table 3: SELIS IoT Logistics (Cold Chain Monitoring) Solution APIs 

 

# URL Description Method Request Payload Response Payload 

1 /iot/message/destin
ations 

Stores the destination 
server information 
into Database. 

POST { 

“destinationId”: 
“SELIS”, 

“topic”: “”, 

{ 

“timestamp”: 
1547745278 , 

“message”: 
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# URL Description Method Request Payload Response Payload 

“connectionFactory”: 
“”, 

“isActive”: true 

} 

“Destination added” 

} 

2 /iot/message/destin
ations 

Retrieves the details 
of all the destination 
servers from 
Database. 

GET NA [{ 

“destinationId”: 
“SELIS”, 

“topic”: “”, 

“connectionFactory”: 
“”, 

“isActive”: true 

}] 

3 /iot/message/destin
ations/ 

{destinationId} 

Deactivates the 
destination server 
information from 
Database. 

DELETE NA { 

“timestamp”: 
1547745278 , 

“message”: 
“Destination 
deactivated” 

} 

4 /vis/vessels Stores the vessel 
information into 
Database. 

POST { 

“vesselId”: “ABCD”, 
“isActive”: true 

} 

{ 

“timestamp”: 
1547745278 , 

“message”: “Vessel 
added” 

} 

5 /vis/vessels Retrieves the details 
of all the vessels from 
Database. 

GET NA [{ 

“vesselId”: “ABCD” 

}] 

6 /vis/vessels/{vesselId
} 

Deactivates the vessel 
from Database. 

DELETE NA { 

“timestamp”: 
1547745278 , 

“message”: “Vessel 
deactivated” 

} 

7 /iot/sensors Stores the sensor 
information into 

POST { { 

“timestamp”: 
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# URL Description Method Request Payload Response Payload 

Database. “sensorId”: “ABCD”, 

“sensorType”: 
“TEMPERATURE”, 

“low”: “18”, 

“high”: “20”, 

“isActive”: true 

} 

1547745278 , 

“message”: “Sensor 
added” 

} 

8 /iot/sensors Retrieves the details 
of all the sensors from 
Database. 

GET NA [{ 

“sensorId”: “ABCD”, 
“sensorType”: 
“TEMPERATURE”, 

“low”: “18”, 

“high”: “20” 

}] 

9 /iot/sensors/{sensorI
d} 

Deactivates the sensor 
from Database. 

DELETE NA { 

“timestamp”: 
1547745278 , 

“message”: “Sensor 
deactivated” 

} 

10 /iot/journeys Stores the journey 
information into 
Database. 

POST { 

“journeyId”: “J1”, 

“vesselId”: “V1”, 

“sensors”: * 

, “sensorId”: “s1” -, 

, “sensorId”: “s2” - 

]  

} 

{ 

“timestamp”: 
1547745278 , 

“message”: “Journey 
added” 

} 

11 /iot/journeys/{journ
eyId} 

Starts or completes a 
journey. 

PUT { 

“status”: “STARTED” 

} 

OR 

{ 

“status”: 

{ 

“timestamp”: 
1547745278 , 

“message”: “Journey 
started/completed” 

} 
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# URL Description Method Request Payload Response Payload 

“COMPLETED” 

} 

12 /iot/journeys Retrieves the details 
of all the journeys 
from Database. 

GET QueryParam: 

status=STARTED/ 
COMPLETED 

[{ 

“journeyId”: “J1”, 

“vesselId”: “V1”, 

“sensors”: * 

, “sensorId”: “s1” -, 

, “sensorId”: “s2” - 

]}] 

13 /iot/journeys/{journ
eyId} 

Deactivates the 
journey from 
Database. 

DELETE NA { 

“timestamp”: 
1547745278 , 

“message”: “Journey 
deactivated” 

} 

14 /iot/message/destin
ations/ 

{destinationId}/journ
eys 

Adds the list of 
journeys given in the 
payload to the 
destination. 

POST [ 

, “journeyId”: “J1” -, 

, “journeyId”: “J3” - 

] 

{ 

“timestamp”: 
1547745278 , 

“message”: 
“Journeys added for 
the destination” 

} 

15 /iot/message/destin
ations/ 

{destinationId}/journ
eys 

Retrieves the list of 
journeys associated 
with the destination. 

GET NA [{ 

“journeyId”: “J1”, 

“vesselId”: “V1”, 

“sensors”: * 

, “sensorId”: “s1” -, 

, “sensorId”: “s2” - 

]}] 

16 /iot/message/destin
ations/ 

{destinationId}/journ
eys 

Deactivates the list of 
associated journeys 
given in the payload 
for the destination. 

PUT [ 

, “journeyId”: “J3” - 

] 

{ 

“timestamp”: 
1547745278 , 

“message”: 
“Journeys 
deactivated for the 
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# URL Description Method Request Payload Response Payload 

destination” 

} 

5.3.2 Sample AIS messages 

The maven dependency required for the application POM file is shown below.  

<dependency> 
    <groupId>dk.tbsalling</groupId> 
    <artifactId>aismessages</artifactId> 
    <version>2.2.3</version> 
</dependency> 

 

Code snippet for parseing ASM-AIS messages is shown below.  

String myString = "!AIVDM,1,1,,A,18UG;P0012G?Uq4EdHa=c;7@051@,0*53"; 
InputStream inputStream = new ByteArrayInputStream(Charset.forName("UTF-
8").encode(myString.trim()).array()); 
 
AISInputStreamReader streamReader 
        = new AISInputStreamReader( 
        inputStream, 
        aisMessage -> System.out.println(aisMessage)); 
 
streamReader.run(); 
 

5.3.3 Sample AIS messages 

Example AIS messages are shown below.  

!AIVDM,1,1,,A,18UG;P0012G?Uq4EdHa=c;7@051@,0*53 
!AIVDM,2,1,0,B,539S:k40000000c3G04PPh63<00000000080000o1PVG2uGD:00000000000,0*34 
!AIVDM,2,2,0,B,00000000000,2*27 

 

5.3.4 Decoded AIS message 
 
The AIS message “!AIVDM,1,1,,A,18UG;P0012G?Uq4EdHa=c;7@051@,0*53” that has been decoded is shown 
in T 
able 4 below. 

T 

able 4: AIS Message Details 

# Message # Property Value 

1 0 nmeaMessages 0: [object Object] 

2 0 metadata  source: SRC1 
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# Message # Property Value 

 received: 1548149981596 
 decoderVersion: 2.0.0-SNAPSHOT 

category: AIS 

3 0 messageType PositionReportClassAScheduled 

4 0 navigationStatus UnderwayUsingEngine 

5 0 rateOfTurn 0 

6 0 speedOverGround 6.6 

7 0 positionAccuracy false 

8 0 latitude 37.912167 

9 0 longitude -122.42299 

10 0 courseOverGround 350 

11 0 trueHeading 355 

12 0 specialManeuverIndicator NotAvailable 

13 0 raimFlag false 

14 0 communicationState  syncState: UTCDirect 
 slotTimeout: 1 
 numberOfReceivedStations: null 
 slotNumber: null 
 utcHour: 8 
 utcMinute: 20 

slotOffset: null 

15 0 second 40 

16 0 repeatIndicator 0 

17 0 sourceMmsi mmsi: 576048000 

18 0 valid true 

 

5.4 Prototype - Demonstration case 

5.4.1 Use cases 

The use cases that are intended to be implemented are shown in Table 5 below.  

Table 5: SELIS IoT Logistics (Cold Chain Monitoring) Prototype Use Cases 

# Use case description Method of demonstration Applicable stakeholder 

1 View list of sensors (and the 
associated vessel) with 
temperature outside of the 

List of sensors with temperature 
outside of the stipulated threshold 
displayed on a web application in a 

Logistics operator, goods 
owner. 
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# Use case description Method of demonstration Applicable stakeholder 

required threshold. table including current reading. 

2 Provide evidence that 
temperature of goods, based 
on sensor readings, has 
remained within the required 
threshold over a stipulated 
time period. 

Log of temperature readings within 
the date range stipulated by the 
user displayed on a web 
application (and exportable as a 
CSV file).  

Goods owner, insurer, 
regulatory authorities, logistics 
operator.  

3 Real-time or near real-time 
notification of stakeholders 
when sensor readings (or 
temperature of goods) 
approach unacceptable pre-
define thresholds. 

Email or text message 
automatically sent to email address 
or phone number of 
registered/authorized goods owner 
or another applicable stakeholder   

Goods owner. 

4 Demonstrate capability of the 
system to accommodate 
varied sensor types and to 
sense different measurements 
other than temperature.   

Use an alternative set of sensors 
that measure a different physical 
phenomenon such as pressure and 
display the results on the GUI in 
the same way as for cold chain 
monitoring 

Logistics operator, goods 
owner. 

5 Visualize vessel details and 
current location.  

Use application GUI to click on the 
list of sensor readings in order to 
visualize details about the vessel 
that the sensor is mapped to, and 
its current location.  

Logistics operator, goods 
owner. 

6 Sensor data/information 
sharing with applicable SELIS 
nodes. 

Publish sensor data for designated 
vessel (or vessels) with applicable 
SELIS node(s) in accordance with 
the defined/agreed format and 
frequency.  

N/A 

NB: This will be a back-end task 
i.e. without involvement of a 
GUI.   

7 View list of journeys 
associated with vessels as well 
as the associated sensors. 

Use application GUI to click on the 
list of sensor readings in order to 
see associated vessel and journeys. 

Logistics operator, goods 
owner. 

8 Registration of users, vessels, 
journeys and sensors including 
applicable mapping between 
these.   

Use a dedicated admin GUI to 
register users, vessels, journeys 
and sensors as well as create 
relationships between these.   

System admin, approved user 
with a higher level of 
permission/privileges.   

It should be noted that not all the demonstration uses cases outlined in Table 5 above will be implementation 
within the SELIS project timescale as part of the proposed prototype. Additionally, demonstration of the 
prototype will be undertaken in a laboratory environment as opposed to a commercial vessel due primarily to 
the safety accreditation overheads and costs that will be incurred otherwise.  

6 Navigation and Routing Information as Data Providers  
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6.1 Navigation and routing information 
The IMO’s eNavigation initiative is aimed at improving shipping through better organization communication 

and exchange of data on and between vessels and shore. It’s Strategy Implementation Plan (SIP) contains 

improved Communication of VTS Service Portfolio as one of the key eNavigation priorities. 

When the IMO completes its SIP, by 20120, the industry will be provided with the tools to support 

implementation of products and services to meet defined eNavigation specifications. The proposed SELIS 

Vessel Information Service (VIS) is aligned with this objective.  

The prosed VIS is intended to support VTS operators to effectively communicate route suggestions to vessels as 

a response to developing traffic situations. The route suggestions from VTS operators will be automatically 

received and presented on the navigation display on the vessel.  

The primary aim and origin of VIS is to address some of the existing inefficiencies that include 

misunderstandings due to language problems when using traditional VHF voice communication, absence of 

appropriate situation awareness, wrong interpretation of surroundings and human error. 

6.2 Technical specification 

The high-level architecture of the proposed VIS prototype solution is shown in Figure 11 below.  

 

 

Figure 11. SELIS VIS High Level Architecture 

 

A description of the main modules/artefacts, in Figure  above,  that will be used or implemented as as part of 
the proposed VIS prototype solution are shown in  Table 6 below.  
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Table 6: SELIS VIS Description of Technical Specification 

# Module or 
artefact name 

Brief description of purpose Implementation technology 

1 Adapter Component used for receiving voyage plan data (in 
different formats as applicable) and ingesting this 
into the software system.  

Spring Framework  

2 Validator Component used for validating the voyage plans 
based on the format that they have been sent in, 
and routeing them to the appropriate parser. 

Spring Framework 

3 Parsers Component used for translating voyage plans into 
the internal system format. The parsers should at 
least be able to understand and translate to XML, 
JSON and text formats. 

Spring Framework 

4 Publisher  Component for managing the following: 

I. Storing voyage plans into the database. 
II. Verifying whether the SELIS pub/sub server 

has been registered to receive the voyage 
plans. 

III. Publishing the voyage plans to the SELIS 
pub/sub server. 

Spring Framework, JPA, JMS 

5 Server Registry Component used for registering the pub/sub 
servers (should there be more than one of these) 
into the system. 

Spring Framework, JPA 

6 Web Services    Component for managing the following: 

I. Data communication between GUI and 
database.  

II. User authentication. 
III. Vessel and server registration. 

Spring Framework, JPA 

7 DB  Component used to store the following: 

I. Vessel details. 
II. Voyage plan details of each vessel at 

different points in time during the journey.  
III. External pub/sub server details. 
IV. Server and vessel mapping.  

PostgreSQL 

8 Web application  GUI application used for by authorized 
stakeholders the following to:  

I. User login into the system. 
II. User registration of vessels into the vessel. 

III. User register of external servers into the 
system.  

AngularJS 

9 Waypoint creator Component that allows the vessel captain to create Java SE 
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# Module or 
artefact name 

Brief description of purpose Implementation technology 

the journey waypoints on a cartographic interface.  

10 Aggregator  Component used to aggregate the waypoints into  
a voyage plan including all the requisite 
parameters such as speed over ground, velocity, 
etc.  

Java SE 

11 ETA calculator  Component used for calculating vessel ETA to each 
waypoint.  

Java SE 

12 Voyage plan 
receiver 

Component used to receive modified voyage plans 
from the route optimizers. It can be used to receive 
the voyage plans from other vessels too. 

Java SE 

13 Integrated 
satellite/terrestri
al communication 
link.   

Integrated satellite/terrestrial communications link 
for sending voyage plan data from the vessel.  

COTS 

14 SELIS pub/sub 
server 

All the sensors data would be published to this SCN 
Node using a secure API connection. 

SCN Node 

6.3 Code resources 

6.3.1 API 

 
The list of APIs to support information exchange as part of the SELIS VIS solution are outlined in Table 7 below.  

Table 7: SELIS VIS Solution APIs 

# URL Description Method Request Payload Response Payload 

1 /vis/message/destin
ations 

Stores the destination 
server information 
into Database. 

POST { 

“destinationId”: 
“SELIS”, 

“topic”: “”, 

“connectionFactory”: 
“”, 

“isActive”: true 

} 

{ 

“timestamp”: 
1547745278 , 

“message”: 
“Destination added” 

} 

2 /vis/message/destin
ations 

Retrieves the details 
of all the destination 
servers from 
Database. 

GET NA [{ 

“destinationId”: 
“SELIS”, 

“topic”: “”, 

“connectionFactory”: 
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# URL Description Method Request Payload Response Payload 

“”, 

“isActive”: true 

}] 

3 /vis/message/destin
ations/ 

{destinationId} 

Deactivates the 
destination server 
information from 
Database. 

DELETE NA { 

“timestamp”: 
1547745278 , 

“message”: 
“Destination 
deactivated” 

} 

4 /vis/vessels Stores the vessel 
information into 
Database. 

POST { 

“vesselId”: “ABCD”, 
“isActive”: true 

} 

{ 

“timestamp”: 
1547745278 , 

“message”: “Vessel 
added” 

} 

5 /vis/vessels Retrieves the details 
of all the vessels from 
Database. 

GET NA [{ 

“vesselId”: “ABCD” 

}] 

6 /vis/vessels/{vesselId
} 

Deactivates the vessel 
from Database. 

DELETE NA { 

“timestamp”: 
1547745278 , 

“message”: “Vessel 
deactivated” 

} 

7 /vis/vessels/{vesselId
}/destinations 

Retrieves the list of 
destinations 
associated with the 
vessel. 

GET NA [{ 

“destinationId”: 
“SELIS”, 

“topic”: “”, 

“connectionFactory”: 
“”, 

“isActive”: true 

}] 

8 /vis/message/destin
ations/ 

{destinationId}/vesse

Adds the list of vessels 
given in the payload to 
the destination. 

POST [ 

, “vesselId”: “ABCD” -, 

{ 

“timestamp”: 
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# URL Description Method Request Payload Response Payload 

ls , “vesselId”: “XYZ” - 

] 

1547745278 , 

“message”: “Vessels 
added for the 
destination” 

} 

9 /vis/message/destin
ations/ 

{destinationId}/vesse
ls 

Retrieves the list of 
vessels associated 
with the destination. 

GET NA [ 

, “vesselId”: “ABCD” 

}, 

, “vesselId”: “XYZ” 

} 

] 

10 /vis/message/destin
ations/ 

{destinationId}/vesse
ls 

Deactivates the list of 
associated vessels 
given in the payload 
for the destination. 

PUT [ 

, “vesselId”: “XYZ” - 

] 

{ 

“timestamp”: 
1547745278 , 

“message”: “Vessels 
deactivated for the 
destination” 

} 

 

6.3.2 Sample Voyage plan in RTZ format 

Due to its large size, the code sample is provided in Annex A. 

6.3.3 Sample Voyage plan in JSON format 

Due its size, the code sample is provided in Annex B. 

6.3.4 Sample Voyage plan in EPD-Text format 

AROUNDtheSKAGEN\nNONAME\t53 34.357800N\t001 
02.365260E\t0.000000\t0\t0.000000,0.000000\t0.000000\t1.000000\t1.000000\t\t\nNONAME\t53 
34.357800N\t000 
56.365260E\t0.000000\t0\t0.000000,0.000000\t0.000000\t0.000000\t0.000000\t\t\nNONAME\t53 
34.357800N\t000 
50.365260E\t0.000000\t0\t0.000000,0.000000\t0.000000\t0.000000\t0.000000\t\t\nNONAME\t53 
34.357800N\t000 
45.565260E\t0.000000\t0\t0.000000,0.000000\t0.000000\t0.000000\t0.000000\t\t\nNONAME\t53 
34.357800N\t000 
40.765260E\t0.000000\t0\t0.000000,0.000000\t0.000000\t0.000000\t0.000000\t\t\nNONAME\t53 
34.357800N\t000 
35.965260E\t0.000000\t0\t0.000000,0.000000\t0.000000\t0.000000\t0.000000\t\t\nNONAME\t53 
34.357800N\t000 
31.165260E\t0.000000\t0\t0.000000,0.000000\t0.000000\t0.000000\t0.000000\t\t\nNONAME\t53 
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34.357800N\t000 
26.365260E\t0.000000\t0\t0.000000,0.000000\t0.000000\t0.000000\t0.000000\t\t\nNONAME\t53 
34.357800N\t000 
21.565260E\t0.000000\t0\t0.000000,0.000000\t0.000000\t0.000000\t0.000000\t\t\nNONAME\t53 
34.357800N\t000 
16.765260E\t0.000000\t0\t0.000000,0.000000\t0.000000\t0.000000\t0.000000\t\t\nNONAME\t53 
33.907440N\t000 
11.772480E\t0.000000\t0\t0.000000,0.000000\t0.000000\t0.000000\t0.000000\t\t\nNONAME\t53 
32.638980N\t000 
06.833160E\t0.000000\t0\t0.000000,0.000000\t0.000000\t0.000000\t0.000000\t\t\nNONAME\t53 
34.957800N\t000 
02.965260E\t0.000000\t0\t0.000000,0.000000\t0.000000\t0.000000\t0.000000\t\t\nNONAME\t53 
37.957800N\t000 -
07.765260E\t0.000000\t0\t0.000000,0.000000\t0.000000\t0.000000\t0.000000\t\t\nNONAME\t53 
40.357800N\t000 -
12.565260E\t0.000000\t0\t0.000000,0.000000\t0.000000\t0.000000\t0.000000\t\t\nNONAME\t53 
42.757800N\t000 -
14.545260E\t0.000000\t0\t0.250000,0.400000\t0.000000\t0.000000\t0.000000\t\t\nNONAME\t53 
44.520660N\t000 -17.476980E\t0.000000\t0\t0.200000,0.100000\t0.000000\t0.000000\t0.000000\t\t\n 
 
 

 

6.4 Prototype - Demonstration case 

6.4.1 Use cases 

The use cases that are intended to be implemented are shown in table Table 8 below.  

Table 8: SELIS VIS Prototype Use Cases 

# Use case 
description 

Method of demonstration Applicable stakeholder 

1 Create waypoints Use vessel application GUI to create waypoints that 
will comprise the vessel route plan.  

Vessel captain 

2 Modify waypoints Use a GUI to modify the waypoints of an existing or 
received voyage plan from vessels in order to 
provide a better/more optimized route for the 
intended destination.  

VTS operator 

3 Share approved 
voyage plans with 
VTS operator 

Use a GUI to send voyage plans to VTS operator for 
optimization.  

Vessel captain, VTS operator 

4 Accept or reject 
optimized voyage 
plan from VTS 
operator 

Use vessel application GUI to accept or reject 
voyage plans sent by VTS operator. 

Vessel captain 

5 Route 
information 

Publish voyage plan for one or many designated 
vessels to applicable SELIS node (or nodes).  

Applicable SCN 
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# Use case 
description 

Method of demonstration Applicable stakeholder 

sharing with 
applicable SELIS 
node  

6 Send optimized 
route  to vessel 

Use shore application GUI to send optimized route 
from/to one or many designated vessels based on 
their intended destination.  

Route optimizer 

7 Visualize vessel’s 
latest approved 
route. 

Use shore GUI application to visualize the latest 
approved voyage plans for one or many designated 
vessels.  

VTS operator 

8 See vessel’s 
current location. 

Use shore GUI application to visualize the current 
location of one or many designated vessels  

VTS operator 

9 User 
authentication 

Use vessel or shore GUI application to login into 
VIS system using authorized credentials  

Vessel crew, VTS operators 

10 Vessel 
registration  

Use dedicated Admin GUI application interface to 
to register vessels and users 

System Administrator  

 

It should be noted that not all the demonstration use cases outlined in Table 8 above will be implementation 
within the SELIS project timescale as part of the proposed VIS prototype. Additionally, demonstration of the 
prototype will be undertaken in a laboratory environment as opposed to a commercial vessel due primarily to 
the safety accreditation overheads and costs that will be incurred otherwise.  

7 SCN Connectivity and Integration with VIS and IoT Connectors 

This section provides a description of how the VIS and IoT prototypes descried above will be integrated 
and exploited with the application SCNs and living labs. 

 

7.1 Technical Specification 

The sequence diagram of the proposed SCN connectivity and Integration with VIS and IoT Connectors is 
shown in Figure 12 below. 
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Figure 12. SNC Connectivity and Integration with VIS and IoT Connectors Sequence Diagram 

A description of the main modules/artefacts, in previous sections, that will be used or implemented as 
part of the proposed SELIS connectivity and integration solution are shown in Table 10 below.  

Table 9 SELIS Connectivity and Integration Technical Specification 

# Module or 
artefact name 

Brief description of purpose Implementation technology 

1 VIS See applicable previous section Spring Framework  

2 IoT See applicable previous section Spring Framework 

3 SELIS pub/sub 
server 

This is the repository, which is effectively part of 
the wider SELIS system and Big Data analytics 
solution, where all the voyage plans and IoT sensor 
data will be published using a secured API 
connection. 

BDA module as described in 
D4.4 - Big Data Analytics and 
Machine Learning 
Subsystem. 

4 External Server  The VIS and IoT services would be deployed on an 
external outside of the core SELIS ecosystem. This 
server will be connected to the SELIS pub/sub 
server through VPN. 

Standard VPN 
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7.2 Code Resources 

7.2.1 APIs 

 

The list of APIs to support information exchange as part of the SELIS Connectivity and Integration solution are 
outlined in Table 11 below. 

Table 10: SELIS Connectivity and Integration Solution APIs 

# URL Description Method Request Payload Response 
Payload 

1 http://<selis_hostna
me>:9999/api/datast
ore/create 

This API is used to 
create database in the 
SELIS pub/sub server. 

POST { 

  "slug" : 
"sensor_slug", 

  "name" : "Sensor 
database", 

  "description" : 
"Sensor database", 

  "dbname" : 
"sensor_db" 

} 

Success 

2 http://<selis_hostna
me>:9999/api/messa
ge/{scn_slug} 

This API is used to 
create message type 
in the SELIS pub/sub 
server. 

PUT { 

 "name": 
"SensorReadings", 

 "description": 
"Supports all the 
sensor readings to be 
ingested into the 
system", 

 "active": true, 

"format":"{ 

'message_type': 
'SensorReadings',  

'payload': { 

'sensor_id': 'string',  

'value': 'double',  

'minAllowed': 'double',   

'maxAllowed': 
'double',   

'insertedAt': 'double' 

} 

}" 

} 

Success 
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# URL Description Method Request Payload Response 
Payload 

3 http://<selis_hostna
me>:20000/publish 

This API is used to 
send the message to 
the SELIS pub/sub 
server. 

POST { 

'message_type': 
'SensorReadings', 

            'scn_slug': 
'sensor_slug', 

            'payload': { 

                'sensor_id': 
‘SEN3837283’, 

                'value': 12, 

 ‘minAllowed’: 
10, 

 ‘maxAllowed’: 
16, 

 ‘insertedAt’: 
1550485723 

             } 

} 

Success 

 

7.2.1.1 Create Database for IoT 

Use the below API to create a new SCN database for sensors 

curl -ik -X POST -H "Content-type:application/json" -H "Accept:application/json" --data @newscn.json 
http://<selis_hostname>:9999/api/datastore/create 

 

The content of newscn.json would be 

{ 
  "slug" : "sensor_slug", 
  "name" : "Sensor database", 
  "description" : "Sensor database", 
  "dbname" : "sensor_db" 
} 

 

7.2.1.2 Create Message type for IoT 

Use the below API to create a new sensor message type 

curl -ik -X PUT -H "Content-type:application/json" -H "Accept:application/json" --data @msgtype.json 
http://<selis_hostname>:9999/api/message/{sensor_slug} 

 

The content of msgtype.json would be, 

{ 
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 "name": "SensorReadings", 
 "description": "Supports all the sensor readings to be ingested into the system", 
 "active": true, 

"format":"{ 
'message_type': 'SensorReadings',  
'payload': { 

'sensor_id': 'string',  
'value': 'double',  
'minAllowed': 'double',   
'maxAllowed': 'double',   
'insertedAt': 'double' 

} 
}" 

} 

 

7.2.1.3 Publish IoT Messages 

Use the below API to publish the sensor messages 

curl -X POST --header "Content-type:application/json" –header "Accept:application/json" --data 
@publish.json http://<selis_hostname>:20000/publish 

 

 

The content of publish.json would be, 

{ 
'message_type': 'SensorReadings', 
            'scn_slug': 'sensor_slug', 
            'payload': { 
                'sensor_id': ‘SEN3837283’, 
                'value': 12, 
 ‘minAllowed’: 10, 
 ‘maxAllowed’: 16, 
 ‘insertedAt’: 1550485723 
             } 
} 

 

7.2.1.4 Create Database for VIS 

Use the below API to create a new SCN database for route exchange 

curl -ik -X POST -H "Content-type:application/json" -H "Accept:application/json" --data @newscn.json 
http://<selis_hostname>:9999/api/datastore/create 

 

The content of newscn.json would be, 

{ 
  "slug" : "route_slug", 
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  "name" : "Route exchange database", 
  "description" : "Route exchange database", 
  "dbname" : "route_db" 
} 

 

7.2.1.5 Create Message type for VIS 

Use the below API to create a new route exchange message type 

curl -ik -X PUT -H "Content-type:application/json" -H "Accept:application/json" --data @msgtype.json 
http://<selis_hostname>:9999/api/message/{route_slug} 

 

The content of msgtype.json would be, 

{ 
 "name": "RouteExchanges", 
 "description": "Supports all the route exchanges to be ingested into the system", 
 "active": true, 
 "format":"{ 

'message_type': 'RouteExchanges',  
'payload': { 

"routeInfo":{ 
  "routeName":’string’, 
  "routeStatus":’integer’, 
  "vesselVoyage":’string’ 
}, 
"waypoints":{ 
  "waypoint":[ 
    { 
      "position":{ 
        "lat":’double’, 
        "lon":’double’ 
      }, 
      "leg":{ 
        "starboardXTD":’double’, 
        "portsideXTD":’double’, 
        "geometryType":’string’, 
        "speedMax":’double’ 
      }, 
      "id":’integer’, 
      "name":’string’, 
      "radius":’double’ 
    }] 
}, 
"schedules":{ 
  "schedule":[ 
    { 
      "calculated":{ 
        "scheduleElement":[ 
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          { 
            "waypointId":’integer’, 
            "eta":’double’ 

                         } 
                      ] 
                   }, 
                  "id":’integer’, 
                  "name":’string’ 
                 } 
               ] 
              }, 
             "version":’double’ 
} 

}" 
} 

 

7.2.1.6 Publish VIS Messages 

Use the below API to publish the route exchange messages 

curl -X POST --header "Content-type:application/json" –header "Accept:application/json" --data 
@publish.json http://<selis_hostname>:20000/publish 

The content of publish.json would be 

{ 
            'message_type': 'RouteExchanges', 
            'scn_slug': 'route_slug', 
            'payload':{ 

"routeInfo":{ 
    "routeName":"hullcct", 
    "routeStatus":"6", 
    "vesselVoyage":"hullcct" 
  }, 
  "waypoints":{ 
    "waypoint":[ 
      { 
        "position":{ 
          "lat":53.739033, 
          "lon":-0.298150 
        }, 
        "leg":{ 
          "starboardXTD":0.100000, 
          "portsideXTD":0.100000, 
          "geometryType":"LOXODROME", 
          "speedMax":10.000000 
        }, 
        "id":1, 
        "name":"WP_001", 
        "radius":0.000000 
      } 
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    ] 
  }, 
  "schedules":{ 
    "schedule":[ 
      { 
        "calculated":{ 
          "scheduleElement":[ 
            { 
              "waypointId":1, 
              "eta":1531397460000 
            } 
          ] 
        }, 
        "id":1, 
        "name":"NOSCHEDULENAME" 
      } 
    ] 
  }, 
  "version":"1.1" 

} 

} 
 

 

8 Conclusions  

This software-based deliverable is another step towards the implementation of the vision of the SELIS 
Community Node as a connectivity service providing the basic connectivity components of a platform that can 
be exploited by the SELIS LLs stakeholders and supply chain stakeholders in general. The deliverable provided 
the code resources and a description of the different connectivity elements, namely the Pub/Sub client library, 
the SELIS Community Node, the SCN ontology, the IoT Connectors and the Navigation and Routing data 
providers. The document also describes how the node management, pub/sub, IoT connectors and data 
providers are used in the context of the SELIS DSS applications. Finally, the code resources described in this 
document offer a stepping stone towards the development of a reusable and publicly deployable connectivity 
platform, supporting supply chain applications across various supply chain operations and actors. 
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Annex A 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 

<route version="1.1" xmlns="http://www.cirm.org/RTZ/1/1"> 

    <routeInfo routeName="AROUNDtheskagen" routeAuthor="Simon Ross" routeStatus="3" 
validityPeriodStart="2016-10-20T03:15:00Z" validityPeriodStop="2016-10-22T10:15:00Z" vesselName="vessel-
simulated-0" vesselMMSI="220348970" vesselIMO="3798347" vesselVoyage="vessel-simulated-0" 
vesselDisplacement="157" vesselCargo="14" vesselGM="2.16" vesselMaxRoll="17" vesselMaxWave="9.4" 
vesselMaxWind="55.3" vesselSpeedMax="23.8" vesselServiceMin="16.9" vesselServiceMax="21.4"/> 

    <waypoints> 

        <defaultWaypoint radius="0.20"> 

            <leg starboardXTD="0.31" portsideXTD="0.17" safetyContour="9.1" safetyDepth="9.1" 
geometryType="Orthodrome" speedMin="22.3" speedMax="25.8" draughtForward="8.9" draughtAft="9.1" 
staticUKC="0.9" dynamicUKC="0.6" masthead="21.3"/> 

        </defaultWaypoint> 

        <waypoint id="1"> 

            <position lat="53.572630" lon="1.039421"/> 

        </waypoint> 

        <waypoint id="3"> 

            <position lat="53.572630" lon="0.939421"/> 

        </waypoint> 

        <waypoint id="5"> 

            <position lat="53.572630" lon="0.839421"/> 

        </waypoint> 

        <waypoint id="7"> 

            <position lat="53.572630" lon="0.759421"/> 

        </waypoint> 

        <waypoint id="9"> 

            <position lat="53.572630" lon="0.679421"/> 

        </waypoint> 

        <waypoint id="11"> 

            <position lat="53.572630" lon="0.599421"/> 

        </waypoint> 
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        <waypoint id="13"> 

            <position lat="53.572630" lon="0.519421"/> 

        </waypoint> 

        <waypoint id="15"> 

            <position lat="53.572630" lon="0.439421"/> 

        </waypoint> 

        <waypoint id="17"> 

            <position lat="53.572630" lon="0.359421"/> 

        </waypoint> 

        <waypoint id="18"> 

            <position lat="53.572630" lon="0.279421"/> 

        </waypoint> 

        <waypoint id="19"> 

            <position lat="53.565124" lon="0.196208"/> 

        </waypoint> 

        <waypoint id="20"> 

            <position lat="53.543983" lon="0.113886"/> 

        </waypoint> 

        <waypoint id="21"> 

            <position lat="53.582630" lon="0.049421"/> 

        </waypoint> 

        <waypoint id="22"> 

            <position lat="53.632630" lon="-0.129421"/> 

        </waypoint> 

        <waypoint id="23"> 

            <position lat="53.672630" lon="-0.209421"/> 

        </waypoint> 

        <waypoint id="24"> 

            <position lat="53.712630" lon="-0.242421"/> 

            <leg starboardXTD="0.25" portsideXTD="0.40"/> 

        </waypoint> 

        <waypoint id="25"> 

            <position lat="53.742011" lon="-0.291283"/> 
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            <leg starboardXTD="0.20" portsideXTD="0.10" legReport="Prevailing Currents: NE" legInfo="Skagen port 
phone: +4598443787, fax: +4598450029,      email: saga@saga-shipping.dk, web: www.saga-shipping.dk" 
legNote1="etd and eta should be during daylight" legNote2="Cruise Season: April-September"/> 

        </waypoint> 

    </waypoints> 

    <schedules> 

        <schedule id="1" name="Schedule1"> 

            <manual> 

                <scheduleElement waypointId="1" etd="2016-09-25T08:25:00Z" etdWindowBefore="PT5H37M" 
etdWindowAfter="PT2H54M"/> 

                <scheduleElement waypointId="11" eta="2002-11-17T08:25:00Z"/> 

                <scheduleElement waypointId="20" eta="2016-09-25T16:07:00Z" etaWindowBefore="PT3H14M" 
etaWindowAfter="PT1H48M" stay="PT1H30M" Note="We should stay here exactly one and a half hour"/> 

            </manual> 

            <calculated> 

                <scheduleElement waypointId="1" etd="2016-09-25T08:25:00Z" etdWindowBefore="PT5H37M" 
etdWindowAfter="PT2H54M"/> 

                <scheduleElement waypointId="11" etd="2016-09-25T12:43:00Z" etdWindowBefore="PT4H6M" 
etdWindowAfter="PT3H11M" eta="2016-09-25T11:13:00Z" etaWindowBefore="PT2H27M" 
etaWindowAfter="PT4H12M" stay="PT1H30M" speed="18.9" speedWindow="3.6" windSpeed="6.7" 
windDirection="189.4" currentSpeed="0.2" currentDirection="218.9" windLoss="0.9" waveLoss="0.4" 
totalLoss="1.3" rpm="65" pitch="85" fuel="231.7" relFuelSave="2.2" absFuelSave="5.1"/> 

                <scheduleElement waypointId="20" eta="2016-09-25T16:07:00Z" etaWindowBefore="PT3H14M" 
etaWindowAfter="PT1H48M" speed="21.3" speedWindow="2.7" windSpeed="7.8" windDirection="135.2" 
currentSpeed="0.4" currentDirection="224.9" windLoss="1.2" waveLoss="0.6" totalLoss="1.8" rpm="70" 
pitch="87" fuel="243.2" relFuelSave="2.9" absFuelSave="7.1" Note="We should stay here exactly one and a 
half hour"/> 

            </calculated> 

        </schedule> 

        <schedule id="2" name="Schedule2"> 

            <manual> 

                <scheduleElement waypointId="1" etd="2016-09-29T08:17:00Z" etdWindowBefore="PT1H58M" 
etdWindowAfter="PT3H9M"/> 

                <scheduleElement waypointId="11" speed="24.2" speedWindow="1.6"/> 

                <scheduleElement waypointId="20" speed="23.7" speedWindow="1.7"/> 

            </manual> 

            <calculated> 

                <scheduleElement waypointId="1" etd="2016-09-29T08:17:00Z" etdWindowBefore="PT1H58M" 
etdWindowAfter="PT3H9M"/> 
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                <scheduleElement waypointId="11" etd="2016-09-25T19:43:00Z" etdWindowBefore="PT4H6M" 
etdWindowAfter="PT3H11M" eta="2016-09-29T11:26:00Z" etaWindowBefore="PT2H27M" 
etaWindowAfter="PT4H12M" stay="PT1H30M" speed="24.2" speedWindow="1.6" windSpeed="6.7" 
windDirection="189.4" currentSpeed="0.2" currentDirection="218.9" windLoss="0.9" waveLoss="0.4" 
totalLoss="1.3" rpm="65" pitch="85" fuel="231.7" relFuelSave="2.2" absFuelSave="5.1"/> 

                <scheduleElement waypointId="20" eta="2016-09-29T19:15:00Z" etaWindowBefore="PT3H14M" 
etaWindowAfter="PT1H48M" speed="23.7" speedWindow="1.7" windSpeed="7.8" windDirection="135.2" 
currentSpeed="0.4" currentDirection="224.9" windLoss="1.2" waveLoss="0.6" totalLoss="1.8" rpm="70" 
pitch="87" fuel="243.2" relFuelSave="2.9" absFuelSave="7.1"/> 

            </calculated> 

        </schedule> 

    </schedules> 

</route> 

 

 

Annex B 

{ 

            "routeInfo": { 

                "routeName": "AROUNDtheSKAGEN", 

                "routeAuthor": "Simon Ross", 

                "routeStatus": "5", 

                "validityPeriodStart": 1476933300000, 

                "validityPeriodStop": 1477131300000, 

                "vesselName": "vessel-simulated-1", 

                "vesselMMSI": 220348970, 

                "vesselIMO": 3798347, 

                "vesselVoyage": "vessel-simulated-1", 

                "vesselDisplacement": 157, 

                "vesselCargo": 14, 

                "vesselGM": 2.16, 

                "vesselMaxRoll": 17, 

                "vesselMaxWave": 9.4, 

                "vesselMaxWind": 55.3, 

                "vesselSpeedMax": 23.8, 

                "vesselServiceMin": 16.9, 

                "vesselServiceMax": 21.4 

            }, 
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            "waypoints": { 

                "defaultWaypoint": { 

                    "leg": { 

                        "starboardXTD": 0.31, 

                        "portsideXTD": 0.17, 

                        "safetyContour": 9.1, 

                        "safetyDepth": 9.1, 

                        "geometryType": "ORTHODROME", 

                        "speedMin": 22.3, 

                        "speedMax": 25.8, 

                        "draughtForward": 8.9, 

                        "draughtAft": 9.1, 

                        "staticUKC": 0.9, 

                        "dynamicUKC": 0.6, 

                        "masthead": 21.3 

                    }, 

                    "radius": 0.2 

                }, 

                "waypoint": [ 

                    { 

                        "position": { 

                            "lat": 53.57263, 

                            "lon": 1.039421 

                        }, 

                        "id": 1 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "position": { 

                            "lat": 53.57263, 

                            "lon": 0.989421 

                        }, 

                        "id": 2 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "position": { 
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                            "lat": 53.57263, 

                            "lon": 0.939421 

                        }, 

                        "id": 3 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "position": { 

                            "lat": 53.57263, 

                            "lon": 0.889421 

                        }, 

                        "id": 4 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "position": { 

                            "lat": 53.57263, 

                            "lon": 0.839421 

                        }, 

                        "id": 5 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "position": { 

                            "lat": 53.57263, 

                            "lon": 0.799421 

                        }, 

                        "id": 6 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "position": { 

                            "lat": 53.57263, 

                            "lon": 0.759421 

                        }, 

                        "id": 7 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "position": { 
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                            "lat": 53.57263, 

                            "lon": 0.719421 

                        }, 

                        "id": 8 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "position": { 

                            "lat": 53.57263, 

                            "lon": 0.679421 

                        }, 

                        "id": 9 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "position": { 

                            "lat": 53.57263, 

                            "lon": 0.639421 

                        }, 

                        "id": 10 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "position": { 

                            "lat": 53.57263, 

                            "lon": 0.599421 

                        }, 

                        "id": 11 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "position": { 

                            "lat": 53.57263, 

                            "lon": 0.559421 

                        }, 

                        "id": 12 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "position": { 
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                            "lat": 53.57263, 

                            "lon": 0.519421 

                        }, 

                        "id": 13 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "position": { 

                            "lat": 53.57263, 

                            "lon": 0.479421 

                        }, 

                        "id": 14 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "position": { 

                            "lat": 53.57263, 

                            "lon": 0.439421 

                        }, 

                        "id": 15 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "position": { 

                            "lat": 53.57263, 

                            "lon": 0.399421 

                        }, 

                        "id": 16 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "position": { 

                            "lat": 53.57263, 

                            "lon": 0.359421 

                        }, 

                        "id": 17 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "position": { 
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                            "lat": 53.57263, 

                            "lon": 0.319421 

                        }, 

                        "id": 18 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "position": { 

                            "lat": 53.57263, 

                            "lon": 0.279421 

                        }, 

                        "id": 19 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "position": { 

                            "lat": 53.57263, 

                            "lon": 0.239421 

                        }, 

                        "id": 20 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "position": { 

                            "lat": 53.58263, 

                            "lon": 0.049421 

                        }, 

                        "id": 21 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "position": { 

                            "lat": 53.63263, 

                            "lon": -0.129421 

                        }, 

                        "id": 22 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "position": { 
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                            "lat": 53.67263, 

                            "lon": -0.209421 

                        }, 

                        "id": 23 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "position": { 

                            "lat": 53.71263, 

                            "lon": -0.242421 

                        }, 

                        "leg": { 

                            "starboardXTD": 0.25, 

                            "portsideXTD": 0.4 

                        }, 

                        "id": 24 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "position": { 

                            "lat": 53.746483, 

                            "lon": -0.284074 

                        }, 

                        "leg": { 

                            "starboardXTD": 0.2, 

                            "portsideXTD": 0.1, 

                            "legReport": "Prevailing Currents: NE", 

                            "legInfo": "Skagen port phone: +4598443787, fax: +4598450029,      email: saga@saga-
shipping.dk, web: www.saga-shipping.dk", 

                            "legNote1": "etd and eta should be during daylight", 

                            "legNote2": "Cruise Season: April-September" 

                        }, 

                        "id": 25 

                    } 

                ] 

            }, 

            "schedules": { 
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                "schedule": [ 

                    { 

                        "manual": { 

                            "scheduleElement": [ 

                                { 

                                    "waypointId": 1, 

                                    "etd": 1474791900000, 

                                    "etdWindowBefore": "PT5H37M", 

                                    "etdWindowAfter": "PT2H54M" 

                                }, 

                                { 

                                    "waypointId": 10, 

                                    "eta": 1037521500000 

                                }, 

                                { 

                                    "waypointId": 20, 

                                    "eta": 1474819620000, 

                                    "etaWindowBefore": "PT3H14M", 

                                    "etaWindowAfter": "PT1H48M", 

                                    "stay": "PT1H30M", 

                                    "note": "We should stay here exactly one and a half hour" 

                                } 

                            ] 

                        }, 

                        "calculated": { 

                            "scheduleElement": [ 

                                { 

                                    "waypointId": 1, 

                                    "etd": 1474791900000, 

                                    "etdWindowBefore": "PT5H37M", 

                                    "etdWindowAfter": "PT2H54M" 

                                }, 

                                { 

                                    "waypointId": 10, 

                                    "etd": 1474807380000, 
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                                    "etdWindowBefore": "PT4H6M", 

                                    "etdWindowAfter": "PT3H11M", 

                                    "eta": 1474801980000, 

                                    "etaWindowBefore": "PT2H27M", 

                                    "etaWindowAfter": "PT4H12M", 

                                    "stay": "PT1H30M", 

                                    "speed": 18.9, 

                                    "speedWindow": 3.6, 

                                    "windSpeed": 6.7, 

                                    "windDirection": 189.4, 

                                    "currentSpeed": 0.2, 

                                    "currentDirection": 218.9, 

                                    "windLoss": 0.9, 

                                    "waveLoss": 0.4, 

                                    "totalLoss": 1.3, 

                                    "rpm": 65, 

                                    "pitch": 85, 

                                    "fuel": 231.7, 

                                    "relFuelSave": 2.2, 

                                    "absFuelSave": 5.1 

                                }, 

                                { 

                                    "waypointId": 20, 

                                    "eta": 1474819620000, 

                                    "etaWindowBefore": "PT3H14M", 

                                    "etaWindowAfter": "PT1H48M", 

                                    "speed": 21.3, 

                                    "speedWindow": 2.7, 

                                    "windSpeed": 7.8, 

                                    "windDirection": 135.2, 

                                    "currentSpeed": 0.4, 

                                    "currentDirection": 224.9, 

                                    "windLoss": 1.2, 

                                    "waveLoss": 0.6, 

                                    "totalLoss": 1.8, 
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                                    "rpm": 70, 

                                    "pitch": 87, 

                                    "fuel": 243.2, 

                                    "relFuelSave": 2.9, 

                                    "absFuelSave": 7.1, 

                                    "note": "We should stay here exactly one and a half hour" 

                                } 

                            ] 

                        }, 

                        "id": 1, 

                        "name": "Schedule1" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                        "manual": { 

                            "scheduleElement": [ 

                                { 

                                    "waypointId": 1, 

                                    "etd": 1475137020000, 

                                    "etdWindowBefore": "PT1H58M", 

                                    "etdWindowAfter": "PT3H9M" 

                                }, 

                                { 

                                    "waypointId": 10, 

                                    "speed": 24.2, 

                                    "speedWindow": 1.6 

                                }, 

                                { 

                                    "waypointId": 20, 

                                    "speed": 23.7, 

                                    "speedWindow": 1.7 

                                } 

                            ] 

                        }, 

                        "calculated": { 

                            "scheduleElement": [ 
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                                { 

                                    "waypointId": 1, 

                                    "etd": 1475137020000, 

                                    "etdWindowBefore": "PT1H58M", 

                                    "etdWindowAfter": "PT3H9M" 

                                }, 

                                { 

                                    "waypointId": 10, 

                                    "etd": 1474832580000, 

                                    "etdWindowBefore": "PT4H6M", 

                                    "etdWindowAfter": "PT3H11M", 

                                    "eta": 1475148360000, 

                                    "etaWindowBefore": "PT2H27M", 

                                    "etaWindowAfter": "PT4H12M", 

                                    "stay": "PT1H30M", 

                                    "speed": 24.2, 

                                    "speedWindow": 1.6, 

                                    "windSpeed": 6.7, 

                                    "windDirection": 189.4, 

                                    "currentSpeed": 0.2, 

                                    "currentDirection": 218.9, 

                                    "windLoss": 0.9, 

                                    "waveLoss": 0.4, 

                                    "totalLoss": 1.3, 

                                    "rpm": 65, 

                                    "pitch": 85, 

                                    "fuel": 231.7, 

                                    "relFuelSave": 2.2, 

                                    "absFuelSave": 5.1 

                                }, 

                                { 

                                    "waypointId": 20, 

                                    "eta": 1475176500000, 

                                    "etaWindowBefore": "PT3H14M", 

                                    "etaWindowAfter": "PT1H48M", 
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                                    "speed": 23.7, 

                                    "speedWindow": 1.7, 

                                    "windSpeed": 7.8, 

                                    "windDirection": 135.2, 

                                    "currentSpeed": 0.4, 

                                    "currentDirection": 224.9, 

                                    "windLoss": 1.2, 

                                    "waveLoss": 0.6, 

                                    "totalLoss": 1.8, 

                                    "rpm": 70, 

                                    "pitch": 87, 

                                    "fuel": 243.2, 

                                    "relFuelSave": 2.9, 

                                    "absFuelSave": 7.1 

                                } 

                            ] 

                        }, 

                        "id": 2, 

                        "name": "Schedule2" 

                    } 

                ] 

            }, 

            "version": "1.1" 

        } 
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